
Licence for FexMaster product

The name of the software the licence is issued for is FexMaster („product“, „software“).
Licence is issued to a company and always to a user. If the licence is purchased to the company (for
company name) it can be used just in the company. The licence is not allowed to be used in other
company than it has been purchased for.
If the licence is issued for a user and not for a company – the company is not mentioned just the
mentioned user is allowed to use it and no other user is allowed to use it.
The licence is  sold for a period of time mentioned in the name of the licence and also in the
description by the product.
The licence can be used only on one computer – machine.
Each  licence  must  be  activated  after  software  installation  and  connection  to  the  server
https://licence.imcep.com must be allowed from the computer for the activation purpose where the
software is installed. The period of the licence it was purchased for starts to run as soon as it is
activated. The activation should be done within 6 months after it is purchased. There is no guarantee
the licence can be activated after this period after purchasing.
Versions of licence:
Micro – can be used for trading of Micro-lots (0.01 lot) up to 5 micro-lots per position
Mini – can be used for trading of Mini-lots (0.1 lot) up to 5 mini-lots per position
Full – it is not limited by trading volume
Types of licence:
Trial – trial type of licence with special limitation mentioned bellow
Standard – Purchased licence with limitation according to the length and type

Limitation of licence for Trial type

The trial licence can be issued only once per user and use of this licence is limited to 100 USD (US
dollar) income. If the income exceeds the limit 100 USD the user is no longer permitted to use it –
the licence is not valid anymore.
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